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Abstract 

The paper presents a comprehensive study on an engine performance improvement due to 

application of different electrically assisted turbocharger topologies. Performance of a 

baseline turbocharged HSDI diesel engine is compared to the performance of an engine 

utilizing an electrically assisted turbocharger, an engine utilizing a turbocharger with an 

additional electrically driven compressor and an engine utilizing an electrically split 

turbocharger. Analyses are performed based on a validated physically based engine and 

vehicle model comprising detailed models of all vehicle components thus ensuring adequacy 

of results. Analyses are performed for various driving conditions including tip-in in the fixed 

gears and NEDC. Results reveal that electrically assisted turbocharger topologies improve 

transient response of the engine and thus driveability of the vehicle. Additionally, during a 

limited period of time electrically assisted turbocharger topologies are able to improve steady-

state torque output of the engine with retained fuelling which is made possible by the 

availability of energy in electric storage devices. It was also exposed that the utilization of 
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electrically split turbocharger enables considerable reduction in fuel consumption when 

driven according to urban drive cycles. 
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assisted turbocharging 

 

NOTATION: 

BMEP  brake mean effective pressure [Pa] 

BSFC   brake specific fuel consumption [g/(kWh)] 

FMEP  friction mean effective pressure [Pa] 

IMEP   indicated mean effective pressure [Pa] 

J   mass moment of inertia [kgm2] 

M   torque [Nm] 

n   engine speed [rpm] 

p   pressure [Pa] 

T   temperature [K] 

P   power [W] 

VGT   vane position of the variable geometry turbine [-] 

   angular acceleration [rad/s2] 

 

SUBSCRIPTS 

C   compressor 

BC   before compressor 

BL   baseline 

EAT   electrically assisted turbocharger 
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EATT   electrically assisted turbocharging topologies 

EG   electric generator 

EL   electric 

EM   electric motor 

EMG   electric motor-generator 

ES   electric storage devices 

EST   electrically split turbocharger 

ExM   exhaust manifold 

IM   intake manifold 

MechL  mechanical losses 

T   turbine 

TC   turbocharger 

TEDC   turbocharger with an additional electrically driven compressor 

 

 

ABREVIATIONS 

ECU  Electronic Control Unit 

EGR  Exhaust Gas Recirculation 

EUDC  Extra Urban Drive Cycle 

NEDC  New European Drive Cycle 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The trend in development of modern diesel engines is oriented towards engines featuring 

high efficiency, low emissions and high specific power output. These objectives, especially 

the last one, are generally attained by means of supercharging and subsequent charge cooling 

of the working medium. Turbocharging by an exhaust gas driven turbocharger is the most 

widely used supercharging technique applied to modern diesel engines. Although 

turbocharging the diesel engine complies with the above objectives, it is the turbocharged 

diesel engine that suffers more than its naturally aspirated counterpart from poor load 

acceptance [1]. This phenomenon is known as turbocharger lag. Although there are various 

delays that affect the transient engine response it is the flow and the dynamic inertia of the 

turbocharger that contributes mostly to the total response delay of the engine. Turbocharger 

lag originates from the fact that air supply by the compressor(s) can not meet higher fuel flow 

during load increase, since fuel pump responses much faster that the air supply. As a result of 

this slow reaction, the relative air–fuel ratio drops to very low values during the early cycles 

of a transient event, deteriorating combustion and leading to slow engine (torque and speed) 

response and overshoot in particulate, gaseous and noise emissions [1]. Limiting of the 

injected fuel quantity during load increases, which is mandatory to comply with 

environmental regulation, furthermore deteriorates torque build-up during load increase 

phase, since it reduces enthalpy of exhaust gasses that power the turbine. 

Various techniques are available to improve air supply during load acceptance of 

turbocharged engines by:  

- utilizing various supercharging topologies (e.g. single- or two-stage turbocharging, 

sequential turbocharging, various combined supercharging techniques, pressure wave 

supercharging), 

- improving dynamics of the components by reducing inertias of rotating components, 
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- introducing changes related to the engine (e.g. valve timings, fuel injection controls, 

manifold volumes)  

- utilizing external energy sources to enhance air supply (e.g. electric energy, 

compressed air).  

Often a combination of the above techniques is applied to enhance the air supply. The 

influence of above techniques on the dynamic response of turbocharged diesel engines has 

already been addressed in many papers, whereas reference [1] provides a comprehensive 

summary.  

This paper address the influence of different electrically assisted turbocharging topologies 

(Figure 1) on the steady-state and particularly on the transient performance of a turbocharged 

diesel engine. The utilization of electric energy to enhance the air supply offers many 

advantages, such as:  

- improving dynamic response of the engine as presented in [1-12],  

- raising the boost pressure above the level limited by the enthalpy of exhaust gasses,  

- enabling application of turbine and compressor components optimized for improved 

fuel economy, while electric motor ensures adequate dynamics,  

- improving peak engine performance during limited period of time when consumption 

of the electric energy is allowed to significantly exceed its production,  

- generating the electric energy by the energy extracted from the exhaust gasses 

(topology Figure 1b and Figure 1d), 

- enabling precise and fast control of the electric machines, 

- featuring reasonable overall system weight, since additional weight of all electric 

components associated with the electrically assisted turbocharging is in the range of 

the weight reduction gained by downsizing the engine when similar vehicle dynamics 

is satisfactory.  
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In addition, a less complex energy transfer is characteristic for an electrically driven 

compressor compared to a mechanically driven compressor utilizing a detachable or even a 

continuously variable transmission, thereby favouring application of radial compressor with 

low inertia.    

Utilization of electric energy to enhance air supply also features certain technology related 

deficiencies. These are: 

- complex controlling of the system including measures for compressor surge 

avoidance, 

- necessity of cooling the electric components, 

- limited availability of turbocharging components suitable for coupling with electric 

machines, 

- necessity to generally utilize a more powerful alternator/generator attached to the 

engine shaft to supply the electric energy for the electric motor (this is particularly 

valid for the topology in Figure 1c, while it might also be applicable to the topology 

in Figure 1b and Figure 1d depending on the characteristics of electric components 

and the drive cycle),  

- high cost of the system that includes electric machines, power and control electronics, 

energy storage device with sufficient power and energy capacity as well as 

components for cooling the electric components. 

Improvement of engine performance due to the application of electrically assisted 

turbocharger (EAT - Figure 1b) has already been presented in Refs. [1-8,11,12], whereas 

improved performance of  turbocharger with an additional electrically driven compressor 

(TEDC - Figure 1c) is presented in Refs. [9,10,12]. Ref. [12] shows also a comparison of both 

electrically assisted topologies and concludes that it can not be answered in general which of 

the two topologies is more suitable for modern HSDI diesel engines. The torque output of 
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engines utilizing various electrically assisted topologies might be limited by the 

characteristics of the turbomachinery, particularly by the compressor surge, as exposed in this 

paper and also presented in Refs. [11,12]. However, it seems that issues related to the surge 

limit are not addressed adequately in all presented analyses and thus some results related to 

the steady-state and transient torque output could be questioned. There are different 

approaches related to the turbine technology and size used in these electrically assisted 

turbocharger topologies. In the analyses presented in Refs. [4,12] variable geometry turbine 

(VGT) is used in the electrically assisted turbocharger. In Refs. [2-4] waste-gated turbine is 

used in the baseline and in the electrically assisted turbocharger, while in Refs. [5-7] a fixed 

geometry turbine is used in both previously mentioned topologies. In Ref. [11] a VGT 

turbocharger was used in the baseline engine, whereas a fixed geometry turbine without 

waste-gate was applied in the electrically assisted turbocharger topology to optimize turbine 

flow characteristics and its efficiency. The analyses presented in references [1-6,8,9,10-12] 

are limited to steady-state operating regimes and simpler driving schedules as load increases 

at constant engine speed or tip-ins in the fixed gears. Additionally, a simulation of a drive 

cycle is shown in [11] however due to CPU limitations an original engine model was replaced 

by a “mean value” model, which led to certain discrepancies compared to the original model 

in terms of boost pressure and consequently in engine and vehicle speed. Ref. [7] presents the 

simulation of a diesel engine powered gen-set during transient operation. 

The application of electrically assisted turbocharging topologies might also improve fuel 

economy. This might be made possible through mechanisms addressed above (through 

optimization of turbocharging components with regard to fuel economy and potentially 

through generation of electric energy by the energy extracted from the exhaust gasses) and 

through engine downsizing and/or through using lower gear ratio in high gears. Both later 

approaches are justified if the primary objective is optimizing the fuel economy and not 
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improving the transient response of an engine. These two approaches might be introduced 

with electrically assisted turbocharger topologies due to faster torque build-up and in certain 

cases due to higher steady-state torque output particularly at low engine speeds. With the 

electrically split turbocharging topology it is additionally possible to improve fuel economy 

during urban drive cycles through lower IMEP losses in the gas exchange phase as analyzed 

in section 3.3 

This paper presents a comprehensive study on the engine performance improvement due to 

application of electrically assisted turbocharger topologies. The innovative contributions of 

this paper result from the following facts. Analyses are performed based on a validated 

physically based engine and vehicle model comprising detailed models of all vehicle 

components thus ensuring adequacy of the results. Analyses are performed for various driving 

conditions. In addition to electrically assisted turbocharger and turbocharger with an 

additional electrically driven compressor an electrically split turbocharger (EST - Figure 1d) 

is analyzed and compared. In the line with the above facts the paper provides a 

comprehensive comparative overview of different electrically assisted turbocharging 

topologies and evaluates their potentials. 

 

2. ENGINE AND VEHICLE MODEL 

A turbocharged intercooled 1.4 litre 4-cylinder HSDI diesel engine with cooled external 

EGR and VGT is chosen for analyses presented in this paper. Maximum power output of the 

engine equals 66.5 kW at 3800 rpm. The engine powers a 1.3 ton passenger car equipped with 

a 6-gear manual transmission. During steady-state cruising at 120 km/h a power of 21.8 kW 

needs to be supplied to the wheels, i.e. 21.8 kW are required to overcome the aerodynamic 

drag and the tyre friction.  
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The vehicle model comprises drive train and vehicle components, where the clutch, gear 

box, shaft, final gear, differential, each brake and each wheel are modelled by separate sub-

models. Thereby physical characteristics of each component are reflected in their 

corresponding input data, whereas a driveline system constitutes of a system of coupled 

differential equations that models its dynamics.  

Similarly, the engine model comprises the following components that are all modelled by 

separate sub-models: air cleaner, compressor, turbine, turbocharger shaft, plenum, port, 

cylinder, engine including the inertia of moving parts, intercooler, EGR valve, EGR cooler, 

head, piston, liner and cooling medium. Again physical characteristics of each component are 

reflected in their corresponding input data. To achieve high ratio between the accuracy of the 

results and the computational time, a crank angle resolved cylinder model is embedded into a 

mean value based gas path model of the engine manifolds as presented in [13]. 

The engine and the vehicle controls are also modelled together with the plant models. The 

engine and the vehicle models were modelled using fully coupled AVL BOOST-RT and 

CRUISE simulation tools (more details given in [13]) that provide appropriate model depth 

for modelling transient phenomena in the driveline components, the engine gas path and its 

thermal network. Both models feature high flexibility in efficiently describing different 

engine and vehicle topologies and the computational times for the entire engine and the 

vehicle model including the control units are below the real-time on a single processor PC. 

It is possible to drive the engine and the vehicle model according to different driving 

schedules, such as tip-in in a fixed gear and various drive cycles. For the special case of 

investigations of steady-state operation the vehicle model is deactivated and a constant speed 

is imposed on the engine.  

An extensive validation of the applied engine and the vehicle model is presented in Refs. 

[13,14]. Ref. [13] gives a validation of the applied model through the experimental data at 
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various full and part load points, whereas the agreement of simulated and experimental 

pressure traces is presented in [14]. Ref. [13] additionally presents a validation of the applied 

model through the experimental data obtained in a NEDC. 

A performance comparison of different electrically assisted turbocharging topologies 

presented in Figure 1b–d was made against a baseline engine configuration featuring a single 

stage VGT turbocharger presented in Figure 1a. All electrically assisted turbocharger 

topologies comprise a variable geometry turbine. All turbocharging topologies feature the 

same turbomachinery components exception being only the turbine in the electrically split 

turbocharger and the additional compressor in the turbocharger with an additional electrically 

driven compressor. Both later cases are addressed in the following sections.   

2.1. Improved engine performance through electrically assisted turbocharging 

topologies 

The steady state engine performance can be improved if electrically assisted turbocharging 

topologies (Figure 1b-1d) enable higher cyclic fuel deliveries through a higher boost pressures 

compared to their unassisted turbocharged counterpart (Figure 1a). Similarly, their load 

acceptance is improved if their boost pressure build-up following the load increase is faster, in 

other words if the period in which their boost pressure is not yet sufficient to allow full 

fuelling is shorter. The above condition yields      
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where index EATT covers all analyzed electrically assisted turbocharging topologies (Figure 

1b-1d).  

If the engine is equipped with a single compressor and if equal or very similar compressors 

are applied in different turbocharging topologies eq. (1) could be reasonably well replaced by  

baselineCESTorEATC ,__,   ,         (2) 
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which is valid for the electrically assisted turbocharger and the electrically split turbocharger. 

If turbine and compressor are connected by a common shaft, eq. (2) can be further replaced 

by  

TC

baselineMechLbaselineCbaselineT
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EATMechLEATCEATEMEATT
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,  (3) 

which is valid for the electrically assisted turbocharger. 

2.2. Electrically assisted turbocharger  

Eq. (3) could thus be used to define the basic properties of electric machines suitable for 

improving transient response of particular engine if electrically assisted turbocharger is to be 

used, since the variables and the parameter on the right hand side of eq. (3) are know for all 

operating regimes of the baseline engine. Additionally the speed range of the electric motor 

(EM) is generally determined by the turbocharger speed corresponding to the boost pressure 

that allows full fuelling.  

Although eq. (3) provides a relatively good estimate on 
EMEM JM  it does not provide any 

estimate on the upper limit of 
EMM  or 

EMJ . The limiting value of 
EMM  is generally defined 

by the available electric components, their cooling capabilities and costs. Perhaps an even 

more important factor is the value of 
EMJ . If 

EMJ  is significantly larger than TCJ , the EM 

would need to supply power to support every even very small demand on speed increase of 

the turbocharger (TC), since enthalpy of exhaust gasses is not sufficient to enable satisfactory 

TC dynamics. Moreover, if the condition in eq. (3) is met and if 
EMJ  is significantly larger 

than TCJ  it also follows that the maximum power of the EM is larger than the turbine peak 

power. Considering also the losses associated with producing, storing and consuming electric 

energy as well as larger mechanical losses of the shaft with much higher mass it can be 

concluded that electric energy would need to be produce by the generator/alternator powered 
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by the engine shaft in order to enable sustainable electric energy management. Therefore it 

might be concluded that the fuel economy might in general deteriorate if an EM with large 

EMJ  is used unless the electric energy is generated by regenerative braking. However, it 

could also be argued that an EM attached to a TC shaft might not be the most efficient end-

user of the energy gained during regenerative braking. To ensure high efficiency of the engine 

during various driving schedules 
EMJ  should therefore generally not exceed the value which 

ensures that during slow and moderate load increases torque produced by the turbine 

( EATTM , ) is sufficient to accelerate TC and EM ( EMTCJ  ). In some specific driving conditions 

(e.g. many consecutive aggressive accelerations) there might, despite an adequately sized EM, 

still exists the necessity to produce electric energy by the power extracted from the engine 

shaft to avoid engine performance reduction due to the lack of available electric energy [11].  

An additional advantage of all electrically assisted topologies (Figure 1b–d) lies in the fact 

that during a limited period of time consumption of the electric energy might significantly 

exceed its production due to availability of electric storage devices. This means that during 

those periods electric energy might be added to the air supply components while 

simultaneously electric energy is not produced, e.g. by devices powered by the engine shaft, 

thus increasing effective engine power output.  

It should also be considered that the full power output of the EM could not always be used 

during transient operation of the engine utilizing electrically assisted turbocharger, since 

compressor surge has to be avoided. This is also the main limitation for increasing steady-

state engine power output at low engine speeds, while increasing steady-state engine power 

output at mid- to high-engine speeds is mainly limited by the maximum in-cylinder pressure, 

maximum exhaust gas temperature, maximum temperatures of liner, piston, cylinder head and 

valves as well as maximum turbocharger speed. 
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2.3. Electrically split turbocharger 

This turbocharging topology was proposed by the company Aeristech under commercial 

name Hybrid turbocharger technology [15]. The main advantages of this topology (Figure 1d) 

are the following: 

- air supply could be controlled more independently and thus optimized with regards to 

power consumption and/or emissions and/or engine performance, 

- the turbine could be operated in its optimal efficiency range considering 

thermodynamic parameters of the exhaust gasses, 

- there is no need for fast turbine speed changes thus posing less compromises on the 

turbine performance with the aim to decrease its inertia, 

- decoupling of the compressor and the turbine speeds enables efficient electric power 

supply while using electric machines featuring larger inertias than those of the 

turbomachinery, 

- the EM drives only the compressor thus making possible faster boost pressure build-

up. 

- advanced material to produce compressor rotor might be applied resulting in its lower 

inertia, since it needs to be less heat resistant as it is not attached to the turbine. 

There are two main disadvantages of this concept. First disadvantage is related to much 

larger losses associated with the energy transfer from the turbine to the compressor compared 

to the mechanical energy transfer between the two in a conventional TC. Second disadvantage 

arises from the necessity of using electric components with larger power outputs, since entire 

energy transfer from the exhaust gasses to the compressed fresh air is performed via the 

electric components. This results in higher mass and particularly in higher cost of the electric 

devices.  
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An electrically split turbocharger enables improved load acceptance if eq. (2) is fulfilled. 

When compared to the engine utilizing the baseline turbocharger (Figure 1a) eq. (2) can be 

reformulated to 
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whereas when compared to the engine utilizing electrically assisted turbocharged (Figure 1b) 

eq. (2) is reformulated to 
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The inequality in eq. (4) is generally fulfilled if state-of-the-art electric machines are 

utilized. Similarly inequality in eq. (5) is also generally fulfilled due to the two facts. First, the 

EM does not need to accelerate the turbine rotor that features much larger inertia than the 

compressor rotor. Second, the EM in electrically split turbocharger is more powerful 

compared to the EM in electrically assisted turbocharger.  

During specific drive cycles the electric energy consumed by the electric motor driving the 

compressor might exceed the electric energy produced by the turbine driven generator. In 

such cases additional electric energy should be produced by the generator/alternator powered 

by the engine shaft. 

Due to the possibility of controlling the air mass flow more accurately the electrically split 

turbocharger bears potential to improve fuel economy of diesel engines, since compressor 

power is not wasted to provide very high air-fuel ratios. However, this topology might bring 

more advantages if fitted to a spark-ignition engine by reducing the throttle losses. 

In the analyzed case a smaller turbine was utilized in the electrically split turbocharger. It 

can be observed in Figure 4g that VGT position of the baseline engine does not exceed 0.6 

indicating that the turbine is relatively large. Moreover, decreasing turbine size does not lead 

to the risk of crossing the compressor’s surge line, since the compressor of the electrically 
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split turbocharger can spin at speeds different from those of the turbine. Thereby it is made 

possible that at low engine speeds the turbine produces sufficient electric energy to solely 

provide the compressor with the power required for supplying sufficient amount of air to 

retain relative air/fuel ratios similar to those of the baseline engine at equal fuelling (relative 

air/fuel ratio is equal to the ratio of actual in-cylinder air/fuel ratio divided by the 

stoichiometric air/fuel ratio). The characteristics of a smaller turbine were obtained by scaling 

original turbine by a diameter ratio of 0.9 according to the similarity analogy presented in 

[16].  

2.4. Turbocharger with an additional electrically driven compressor 

The main advantages of this topology (Figure 1c) are the following: 

- it is generally possible to attain very high pressure ratio across electrically driven 

compressor at low engine speeds, since electrically driven compressor is generally 

sized to increase boost pressure at lower engine speeds and thus features ample surge 

margin at low engine speeds,  

- EM drives only compressor making possible faster boost pressure build-up, 

- advanced material to produce compressor rotor might be applied resulting in its lower 

inertia, since it needs to be less heat resistant as it is not attached to a turbine. 

Due to above facts and due to the fact that both compressors are used to compress the air, 

turbocharger with an additional electrically driven compressor inherently offers large 

potential for transient response improvement if transient starts at low engine speed. Transient 

response improvement compared to other turbocharging topologies is characterized by eq. (1), 

since this topology applies two compressors. Due to the above facts a turbocharger with an 

additional electrically driven compressor also offers larger potential for improving steady-

state power output at low engine speeds while at high-engine speeds the electrically driven 

compressor could generally not be utilized due to its small mass flow range. 
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The main disadvantage of this topology results from the fact that all electric energy used to 

power electrically driven compressor needs to be produced by a generator/alternator powered 

by the engine shaft. 

An electrically driven compressor is generally smaller compared to the turbocharger’s 

compressor, since it is aimed to increase boost pressure at lower engine speeds while 

preserving ample surge margin. The characteristics of the smaller compressor were obtained 

by scaling original compressor by a diameter ratio of 0.86 according to the similarity analogy 

presented in [16]. 

2.5. Electric components 

Recently significant advances were observed in development of super high-speed electric 

machines reaching 5×105 rpm [17] and even 106 rpm [18]. In automotive applications 

turbochargers spin with top speeds in the range of 1-3×105 rpm depending on engine 

characteristics. A literature review reveals many potentially applicable electric motors in this 

speed range [19-23].   

For the analyses in this paper an electric motor presented in Ref. [19] is used. It features 

EMJ =1.6431×10-6 kgm2 and a maximum torque of approximately 0.15 Nm up to 1.88×105 

rpm. For the analyses performed in this paper it was assumed that above 1.88×105 rpm the 

EM power output is constant up to 2.3×105 rpm. The measured efficiency at full load was 

used in the model while at part load an analytical model proposed in the same paper was 

applied. It was calibrated to agree with the measured full load efficiency characteristics. 

Based on the above data it can be concluded that the ratio 
EMEM JM  and 

EMJ  comply with 

the requirements addressed with the electrically assisted topology, whereas these 

characteristics also comply with the requirements for application as the electric motor for 

driving the smaller compressor in the turbocharger with an additional electrically driven 

compressor. 
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The electric motor utilized to drive the compressor of the electrically split turbocharger 

needs to feature larger torque/power output than the baseline EM presented in the previous 

paragraph. To model a more powerful EM, scaling the inertia of the EM linearly with its 

torque output is a reasonable and realistic assumption. The EM model used in the electrically 

split turbocharger thus features 
EMJ =7.07×10-6 kgm2 and a maximum torque of 

approximately 0.65 Nm. 

An integrated starter generator mounted to the engine flywheel was used as the additional 

electric energy source. Characteristics of a prototype machine, similar to the one used in 

studies presented in Refs. [6,7], were applied to model the integrated starter generator. It 

features maximum power of 3 kW, maximum efficiency of 90 % and mass moment of inertia 

0.032 kgm2. In the analyses presented in this paper integrated starter generator was active 

only with the TEDC topology (figure 4). It might be worth mentioning that potential 

regenerative braking functionality of the integrated starter generator was not considered 

during the NEDC to expose only the differences related to the different turbocharging 

topologies.    

Ultracapacitors were used as the electric energy storage devices (ES), since they feature 

high power density, high charge-discharge efficiency and high cycle life. This is also in line 

with the approach proposed in Ref. [11]. High cycle life is very important for the electric 

storage devices used to power electrically assisted turbochargers, since very large number of 

assistances is required during the life time of the vehicle. Moreover, high power density of the 

ES is required if their mass is to be minimized. Obviously, ultracapacitors feature relatively 

low energy density, however this does not provide serious limitation for their use in powering 

electrically assisted turbochargers. Typical acceleration times of turbochargers are in the 

range of seconds and power of electric machines used in EAT and TEDC is limited as can be 

observed from their characteristics. The highest electric energy consumption is anticipated for 
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the EST, however simultaneous consumption of the electric energy by the electric motor 

driving the compressor and its production by the turbine driven generator is characteristic for 

this topology. Therefore these two energy flows are equal during steady-state operation and 

no electric energy is used from the ES. A larger energy flow from the ES is thus expected 

only during fast accelerations, however the energy flow from the ES is also always much 

smaller than maximum power consumed by the electric motor. In all analyzed cases the 

electric energy flow from the ultracapacitors was always less that half of the maximum power 

consumption of the electric motor as evident in the section Results.  

To ensure a safety margin in the energy density of ultracapacitors, tests were performed 

(section 3.2) where in the EAT case the electric motor was drawing the maximum allowable 

power from ES for up to 55 s and in the EST case the mode of operation was set to the highest 

degree of unbalance in electric energy consumption and production (fully opened VGT) 

equally for up to 55 s. The net electric energy depleted from the ultracapacitors was always 

less than 38 Wh. The simulation model featured a 13.5 kg, 45 kW, 54 Wh ultracapacitor 

certified for automotive use [24] which comfortably meets all simulated power and energy 

demands. Using ultracapacitors capable of covering only up to 15 or 20 s of high electric 

power demand could more than halve their weight, while vehicle dynamics would not 

deteriorate notably, since these times are sufficient to reach maximum speed of the 

turbocharger in most diving conditions of passenger cars. Such sizing of the ultracapacitors is 

also supported by the fact that the integrated starter generator is capable of replenishing the 

electric storage devices very fast if such charging mode is required. Moreover, if required, 

during transients the electric starter generator might also provide most of the electric power 

that would otherwise be extracted from the ultracapacitors while still retain better load 

acceptance of engines utilizing electrically assisted turbochargers compared to the baseline 

engine. It is also worth mentioning that without any energy flow from the ES and any energy 
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flow from the integrated starter generator, power output of all engines utilizing electrically 

assisted turbocharger topologies is similar to that of the baseline topology during the steady-

state operation, while their load acceptances are also not notably worse. A relatively large 

flexibility in selecting the size of the electric storage devices therefore enables tailoring their 

size to the anticipated engine performance and its use. 

A model of the ultracapacitor consists of the capacitance and an equivalent series 

resistance, as proposed by Amrhein and Krein [25]. Electric power converters are 

implemented as averaged models, as also proposed by Amrhein and Krein [25]. 

2.6. Fuel delivery system 

The injected fuel quantity directly influences the torque output of the diesel engine if the 

air supply system provides sufficient amount of air for combustion with high degree of 

efficiency. If a single-stage turbocharger incorporates a fixed geometry turbine without a 

waste-gate [5-7] and if the turbomachinery is adequately sized, there is generally ample 

margin towards surge line at low engine speeds due to compressor and turbine characteristics. 

If utilizing electrically assisted turbocharger or electrically split turbocharger it is possible to 

increase fuelling at low engine speeds and consequently to increase low speed steady-state 

and transient torque output above the baseline engine’s values as presented in Refs. [5-7].  

This might not always be the case with a VGT turbocharger, since by adjusting the vane 

position it is possible to more efficiently utilize compressor’s operating range. Thereby it is 

possible to approach the surge line with the aim to increase torque output at low engine 

speeds. Due to the later fact and due to the wide speed range of automotive engines, the mass 

flow range of compressors often limits potential for further engine torque output increase if 

single-stage turbochargers are utilized. This is also the case for the analyzed engine as shown 

in Figure 2, where at low engine speeds the steady-state torque output of the baseline could 

not be increased due to the proximity of the surge line. Thus, in the case of  electrically 
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assisted turbocharger and electrically split turbocharger, the steady-state cyclic fuel delivery 

could not be increased at low engine speeds without decreasing the air-fuel ratio (baseline 

engine features relative air/fuel ratios between 1.25 and 1.28 at low engine speeds as shown in 

Figure 4g). Fuelling of these two topologies is therefore equal to that of the baseline engine as 

shown in Figure 3. In contrast to this it is possible to increase the fuelling at low engine 

speeds in the case of the turbocharger with an additional electrically driven compressor as 

shown in Figure 3. With this topology the cyclic fuel delivery and the air mass flow were 

increased simultaneously to maintain the relative air/fuel ratios of the baseline engine (Figure 

4g). 

Any notable fuelling increase above the baseline’s engine maximum values at mid- to 

high- engine speeds would result in exceeding maximum exhaust gas temperatures and/or 

maximum in-cylinder pressure. This would thus require the use of different materials or even 

reconstruction of particular engine components. Such modifications would enable torque 

increase at mid- to high- engine speeds for electrically assisted topologies as well as for the 

baseline engine. Due to the fact that an adequate comparison should be performed based on 

the same engine technology level, the maximum fuelling at mid- to high- engine speeds was 

taken to be limited by the baseline engine’s characteristics and is thus same for all topologies 

(Figure 3).    

2.7. Control units 

In order to run the combined engine and vehicle model, a driver model and also a 

description of the ECU (Engine Control Unit) is required. With the goal to follow a given 

drive task (e.g. drive cycle, tip-in ...) a driver model is applied to set the gears, the accelerator, 

break and clutch pedal position using the given information on vehicle velocity, its 

acceleration and engine speed. The acceleration pedal position given by the drive is sent to the 

ECU model where a pedal map and a smoke limiter function are interposed to define the 
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injected fuel mass as a function of the load signal, engine speed, boost pressure and EGR rate. 

When the load signal from the driver is zero, an idle speed controller controls the fuelling to 

avoid engine stalling. The VGT position and EGR rate are both controlled by PID controllers. 

The VGT and EGR valve positions are steered using engine operating point dependent maps 

for the target boost pressure and the EGR rate. For the electrically assisted turbocharger 

topologies ECU includes also sensors/ actuators and engine operating regime dependent maps 

for steering the electric components.  

All engines utilizing different turbocharger topologies use the same smoke limiter and 

EGR maps. Baseline engine and engine utilizing EAT also use the same target boost pressure 

map, whereas the boost pressure map of the engine utilizing TEDC is adapted to higher 

fuelling at the low speed points. Engine utilizing EST features more complex strategies to 

steer EM, EG and VGT, where EM is controlled by the fresh air demand resulting from the 

fuelling signal thereby optimizing the electric energy use. 

 

3. RESULTS 

Steady-state results are analyzed first to provide an insight into the potentials of different 

turbocharging topologies, since during very slow transients and at the end of the transients 

engines attain their steady-state performance. Afterwards results of tip-in in the second and in 

the fifth gear are analyzed. These results are followed by the results of the NEDC. 

3.1. Steady-state  

Two set of steady-state results are analyzed subsequently. In the first set of results there is 

no electric energy transfer to/from electric storage device (denoted “balanced” regime), i.e. 

consumption of electric energy is equal to its production, while the second set shows the data 

for the “unbalanced” regime, where the electric energy consumption is larger than its 

production resulting in depletion of electric storage devices. This additional degree of 
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freedom is inherent to the electrically assisted turbocharger topologies and results in improved 

engine performance as already addressed above. However, duration of the operation in the 

“unbalanced” regime is limited by the energy available in the electric storage devices. Due to 

the fact that cooling capabilities of electric components also limit their operation duration it is 

reasonable to optimize the system by harmonizing both limitations. Operation in the 

unbalanced regime is well suited for passenger cars where maximum power output is very 

often needed for relatively short periods, while the ES are replenished during off-peak engine 

operation or even during regenerative braking (the later is not considered in the presented 

analysis as addressed above).   

For engine utilizing TEDC “balanced” means that electric energy consumed by the 

electrically driven compressor is supplied by the integrated starter generator mounted to the 

engine shaft. For engine utilizing EAT “balanced” means that electric motor on the 

turbocharger shaft is turned off, since this is more energy efficient than taking the power from 

the engine shaft and adding it to the turbocharger shaft. For engine utilizing EST “balanced” 

means that the electric energy consumption of the electric motor driving the compressor 

equals the electric energy production of the turbine driven generator.  

For the engine utilizing TEDC “unbalanced” means that electric energy for powering the 

electrically driven compressor is taken only from the ES and not from the engine shaft. For 

the engine utilizing EAT “unbalanced” means that at all engine speeds the VGT is opened 

wider improving the IMEP of the gas exchange phase and slightly improving the volumetric 

efficiency of the engine. The resulting drop in turbine power is supplemented by the EM 

taking power only from ES. Power output of the EM in the EAT is at higher engine speeds 

limited by its maximum power output and at low engine speeds by the compressor’s surge 

line. For the engine utilizing EST “unbalanced” means that VGT is fully opened due to the 
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same reasons addresses with the engine utilizing EAT. The difference in EM power 

consumption and EG power production is supplemented by the ES.  

 Figure 4 shows performance of the baseline engine, the engine utilizing TEDC and the 

engine utilizing EST for the balanced regime. For the latter turbocharger topology two sets of 

results are shown. The first set comprises results of the air supply strategy where EST control 

attains similar relative air/fuel ratios compared to the baseline engine (denoted EST_BL, 

where the suffix BL indicates baseline; Figure 4g), while the second set comprises the results 

of the air supply strategy where EST control maintains relative air/fuel ratio at the level 

similar to the minimum relative air/fuel ratio of the baseline engine (denoted EST; Figure 4g). 

In the later case, the consumption of electric energy to drive the compressor is minimized, 

while still ensuring reasonable relative air/fuel ratios. Due to the fact that fuelling of the 

engine utilizing EAT is equal to the fuelling of the baseline engine and due to the fact that it is 

operated in the balanced regime, results for the engine utilizing EAT are identical to those of 

the baseline engine and are thus not shown in this figure.  

It can be observed that the TEDC is capable of providing significant increase in the boost 

pressure (p_IM - Figure 4c) at low engine speeds. This is made possible by increasing the 

pressure before the turbocharger’s compressor through the electrically driven compressor 

(line TEDC_BC, where the suffix BC indicates “before the turbocharger’s compressor”; in 

Figure 4c). Boost pressure increase results in a much higher air mass flow (Figure 4h) at low 

engine speeds and thus enables attaining a much higher BMEP (Figure 4a) at similar or even 

higher relative air/fuel ratios (Figure 4g). Simultaneously, the exhaust pressure (p_ExM - 

Figure 4d) is lower at low engine speeds, since the enthalpy of the exhaust gasses is higher 

enabling larger VGT opening ((Figure 4f) and thus moving turbine into higher efficiency 

point. The later additionally contributes to higher BMEP. As a result the BMEP at 1000 rpm 

is increased by approximately a factor of two compared to the baseline engine. Although the 
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relative air/fuel ratio of the engine utilizing TEDC is higher compared to that of the baseline 

engine the exhaust gas temperature (T_EM - Figure 4e) is increased at low engine speeds, 

since relatively less energy is transferred to the combustion chamber walls, ports and the 

exhaust manifold. However, this temperature increase is only moderate. 

It can be observed that the BSFC (Figure 4b) of the engine utilizing TEDC is higher than 

that of the baseline engine at low engine speeds since the energy to power the compressor is 

taken from the engine shaft. However, it should be noted that the BSFC of the engine utilizing 

TEDC corresponds to higher torque output compared to the baseline engine. It can also be 

concluded that the increase in BSFC is very moderate. This can be explained with the help of 

Figure 5, where data are shown for the unbalanced regime. It might be worth mentioning that 

for the unbalanced regime the BSFC and similarly the BMEP are instantaneous values that 

can be achieved for only a limited period of time, since both are improved at the expense of 

the electric energy taken from the ultracapacitors (Fig. 5h) and not from the engine shaft. It 

can be seen that the BSFC of the engine utilizing TEDC operating in the unbalanced regime is 

significantly better compared to the BSFC of the baseline engine at low engine speeds. This is 

mainly due to the higher indicated and higher mechanical efficiency of the engine both 

leading to a higher effective efficiency and thus to lower BSCF. Higher indicated efficiency is 

mainly the consequence of improved IMEP of the gas exchange phase, since the boost 

pressure is significantly higher than the exhaust one, and of relatively lower heat losses to the 

cylinder walls. Higher mechanical efficiency results from the fact that the increase in FMEP 

is lower than the increase in IMEP.      

It can be observed that at 2000 rpm and above performance of the engine utilizing TEDC is 

very similar to the performance of the baseline engine. Minor differences are the consequence 

of slightly higher losses at the bypass flap passing electrically driven compressor.  
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It can be observed that the engine utilizing EST features lower BMEP and higher BSFC 

than the baseline engine for both air supply control strategies in “balanced” regime. This is 

mainly the consequence of higher losses related to transfer of energy from the turbine to the 

compressor. Therefore difference between the exhaust and the boost pressure is larger 

deteriorating IMEP of the gas exchange phase and thus influencing BMEP and BSFC. 

Comparing both air supply control strategies it can be concluded that the operation at lower 

relative air/fuel ratio results in a lower air mass flow leading to a lower exhaust pressure and 

thus to a higher BMEP and lower BSFC at high engine speeds. At very low engine speeds a 

minor inverse trend is observed. This is mainly the consequence of a slightly higher air mass 

flow resulting from the higher relative air/fuel ratio that moves the operating point of the 

compressor towards a higher efficiency region thereby influencing the IMEP of the gas 

exchange phase. It can be observed that exhaust gas temperature of the engine utilizing 

EST_BL is higher compared to that of the baseline engine, which is mainly the consequence 

of higher exhaust pressures, whereas a lower relative air/fuel ratio of the engine utilizing EST 

additionally increases the in-cylinder and thus the exhaust gas temperature. 

Analyzing the unbalanced case (Figure 5) it can be observed that the engine utilizing 

TEDC features up to 3 bar higher BMEP at low engine speed compared to the balanced case, 

since the electric energy is not extracted from the engine shaft. Analyzing the engines 

utilizing EST and EAT it can be concluded that between 1000 and 2000 rpm operation in 

unbalanced regime increases BMEP for up to 1.3 bar compared to the baseline engine. For the 

engine utilizing EST a difference in the BMEP between and the unbalanced and balanced 

regime amounts from 1 up to 2.2 bar. The BMEP increase of engines utilizing EST and EAT 

is mainly the consequence of an improved IMEP of the gas exchange phase resulting from 

wider VGT opening and consequent lower exhaust pressure while retaining the same boost 

pressure. Due to the later the air mass flow and thus the relative air/fuel ratio (Fig. 5g) feature 
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very similar values compared to the balanced case. It can also be observed that the engine 

utilizing EAT features the highest BMEP and the lowest BSFC at higher engine speeds this 

being mainly the consequence of the gas exchange IMEP. Compared to the engine utilizing 

EST the difference in gas exchange IMEP is mostly influenced by the application of the 

smaller turbine housing in the EST resulting in a higher pressure drop across the turbine 

compared to the engine utilizing EAT despite a wider opened VGT.  

To sum up, it can be concluded that the availability of electric storage devices have a 

significant short term potential for increasing the engine torque output. The electric power 

extracted from the ES (P_EL) is shown in Figure 5h. It might be recapitulated that for the 

engine utilizing EST, P_EL represents the difference between electric power consumed by the 

EM driving the compressor and that produced by the EG powered by the turbine. It can be 

observed that electric motor of the TEDC topology consumes the most power at low engine 

speeds, since it provides the highest pressure increase. In the steady-state operation the 

compressor is turned off at engine speeds beyond 2000 rpm and a bypass passing electrically 

driven compressor is opened (Figure 1). It can be observed that the electric power 

consumption of all other configurations is limited by the surge line of the compressor at low 

engine speeds. Above 1600 rpm the EM of the EAT works at maximum power and thus 

enables wider VGT opening. It can be observed that the net power consumption of the EST is, 

for both air supply strategies, larger than that of EAT except for the “lower air to fuel ratio 

EST strategy” at very  high engine speeds. The later is related to the smaller mass flow of that 

EST strategy, while the former is related to the higher power of EST’s EM enabling full 

opening of the VGT.    

3.2. Tip-in results  

Two different tip-in cases are analyzed in this section. The first is a tip-in in the second 

gear revealing differences between different turbocharging topologies during a relatively fast 
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acceleration, while the second one is a tip-in in the fifth gear representing a relatively slow 

acceleration. Both tip-ins start from steady cruising at 1000 rpm, while at time zero load 

signal is set to full load. Engine subsequently accelerates up to its maximum speed, i.e. 3800 

rpm. 

An improvement in the transient response is evaluated against the response of the baseline 

engine and gives a reduction in time needed to accelerate to a certain engine speed. It yields 
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where Y denotes engine speed in rpm (analysis comprises 24001000t , i.e. time to accelerate 

from 1000 to 2400 rpm, and 38001000t , i.e. time to accelerate from 1000 to 3800 rpm) and X  

denotes any of the electrically assisted turbocharging topologies, i.e. TEDC, EAT and EST. 

For both tip-ins data on 24001000t  and 38001000t  are given in Table 1. 

It is assumed that during the tip-in the engines utilising electrically assisted turbocharger 

topologies operate in the unbalanced regime in order to take the advantage of the full potential 

of these topologies as described in the previous section. Therefore the data on electric power 

extracted from the electric storage devices are shown in all figures. During all transient cases 

the engine utilising EST is analyzed only for the air supply strategy ensuring relative air/fuel 

ratio values close to the minimum value of the baseline engine (denoted EST in the previous 

section).   

Figure 6 shows results of the tip-in in the second gear. It can be observed that transients 

last less than 5 seconds representing indeed a fast change in engine speed and load. It is 

discernable that the engine utilizing TEDC features the fastest boost pressure build-up (Figure 

6d). This is mainly due to the fact that pressure ratio across the smaller electrically driven 

compressor is not limited by the surge line and thus full torque output of the EM can be 

utilized. While preserving relative air/fuel ratio (Figure 6g) above stoichiometric value by 
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means of the fuel limiters, the BMEP (Figure 6b) of the engine utilizing TEDC resembles its 

boost pressure curve. As a result, BMEP of the engine utilizing TEDC is significantly larger 

compared to the other engines, since fast boost pressure build-up enables prompt approaching 

to the steady-state BMEP values shown in Figure 5. Additionally, closing of the VGT (Figure 

6f) combined with the high enthalpy of exhaust gasses results in a high exhaust pressure 

(Figure 6e) and thus in fast turbocharger acceleration (Figure 6c) that does not notably lag 

behind both other electrically assisted turbocharger topologies. Results related to improved 

vehicle (Figure 6a) and engine speed response improvement are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1 and Figure 6 also reveal that engines utilizing EAT and EST feature similar 

transient response improvement. This is mainly due to slower boost pressure build-up being 

limited by the surge line of the compressor. The later is also manifested from the lower 

electric energy consumption (Figure 6h) during the initial sequence of the tip-in. Wide 

opening of the VGT in EAT and EST and smaller corrected mass flow of exhaust gasses 

compared to the engine utilizing TEDC results in the lower exhaust pressure of engines 

utilizing EAT and EST. While preserving the relative air/fuel ratio above stoichiometric value 

by means of the fuel limiters, BMEP of engines utilizing EAT and EST also resembles the 

boost pressure curve. Dynamic response improvement of both topologies is therefore 

approximately half of the one of the engine utilizing TEDC as given in Table 1. Slight 

differences between engines utilizing EAT and EST are mainly the consequence of the higher 

rate of fuelling of the engine utilizing EAT during the first 0.1 s, since compressor of the 

engine utilizing EST needs to be accelerated from zero speed. Afterwards both engines 

feature different trends in boost pressure due to different boost pressure control strategies and 

different turbine housing sizes. These differences results in minor differences in the BMEP 

thereby slightly influencing the vehicle dynamics.  
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Similar trends as for the tip-in in the second gear are also observed for the tip-in in the fifth 

gear shown in Figure 7. Transient response improvement of engines utilizing EAT and EST at 

low engine speeds is again limited by the surge limit. Due to much longer acceleration 

duration the supremacy of the engine utilizing TEDC is even more pronounced for the 

acceleration from 1000 up to 2400 rpm due to a substantial difference in the attained boost 

pressure resulting in very high BMEP. However long acceleration duration from 1000 up to 

3800 rpm diminishes the dynamic response improvement of the engine utilising TEDC over 

those with EAT and EST (Table 1), since above 2000 rpm the BMEP of the engine utilizing 

TEDC is somewhat lower that of engines with EAT and EST as shown in Figure 5. 

Comparing the engine utilizing EAT and the engine utilizing EST it can be observed that at 

lower engine speeds exhaust pressure of the engine utilizing EST is lower compared to the 

engine utilizing EAT due to a wider VGT opening, which prevails over the influence of the 

smaller turbine housing. Therefore the engine utilizing EST features higher BMEP compared 

to the engine utilizing EAT at low engine speeds resulting in better 24001000t . At high engine 

speeds an inverse trend is observed, since the wide VGT opening of the large turbine in the 

EAT enables lower exhaust pressures and thus higher BMEP resulting in better 38001000t .   

From the analyses presented in this section it can be concluded that all electrically assisted 

topologies significantly improve tip-in performance of the engines resulting in an improved 

drivability of the vehicle. It is also interesting to note that these improvements were achieved 

by retaining maximum fuelling above 2000 rpm.                   

3.3. NEDC  

The objective of this section is to analyze fuel economy of engines utilizing different 

turbocharging topologies when the vehicle is driven according to the NEDC. It is well known 

that the average and maximum power required to power the vehicle according to the NEDC is 

relatively low. Therefore for the analyzed vehicle and engine configuration, which features 
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moderately sized engine regarding the vehicle mass, the majority of the drive cycle, except 

the accelerations from 70 to 100 km/h and from 100 to 120 km/h at the end of the EUDC, 

could be driven with the naturally aspirated version of the baseline engine.  

This fact opens the optimization area for the engine utilizing EST, since compressor only 

needs to be operated during the two periods addressed above to comply with the desired 

NEDC velocity trace (Figure 8a). Unlike the other three topologies the main compressor can 

be bypasses in the EST topology (Figure 1). Since the turbine and the compressor are 

decoupled in the EST topology and compressor is not operated during the vast majority of the 

drive cycle less energy needs to be produced by the turbine. Therefore VGT could be opened 

significantly wider thereby reducing the exhaust pressure of the engine utilizing EST 

compared to the baseline engine as shown in Figure 8c (Figure 8c and 8d are zooms on parts 

of the UDC to provide better readability of figures). As a result the boost pressure of the 

engine with EST is also lower compared that of the baseline engine. However the difference 

between the exhaust and the boost pressure is significantly smaller for the engine utilizing 

EST. This could be explained by the power balance of the turbocharger where relatively low 

temperature of exhaust gasses and relatively low efficiency of the compressor and the turbine 

result in a large difference between exhaust and intake (boost) pressures. A smaller difference 

between exhaust and boost pressure of the engine utilizing EST results in significantly 

improved IMEP of the gas exchange phase thereby improving engine efficiency and thus fuel 

economy as is evident from Figure 8b. Fuel consumption of the engine utilizing EST is thus 

reduced by 10.8% compared that of the baseline engine, while difference in the energy 

content of the ES at the beginning and at the end of the drive cycle is lees than 0.1% of the 

energy of the fuel consumed.  

Figure 8d confirms consistent performance of the control units of the engine utilizing EST, 

since relative air/fuel ratio features very similar values despite significantly different manifold 
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pressures, while EGR controller also ensures very similar EGR rates in terms of mass flow 

ratios.      

Fuel consumption of other two electrically assisted turbocharger topologies (TEDC and 

EAT) differ from that of the baseline engine by less than 0.3%. Differences in the fuel 

consumption traces of the TEDC and EAT topology therefore fall within the line thickness 

compared to the ones of the baseline engine and are thus not shown. This results from many 

interrelated facts. Firstly due to a low maximum power required to power the vehicle 

according to the NEDC there is no need to put to use the electrically driven compressor in the 

TEDC and also no need to use the EM in the EAT. Secondly, the low enthalpy flow of the 

exhaust gasses resulting from the characteristics of the drive cycle does not enable surplus 

turbine power to produce notable amount of electric energy by the EAT (this is in-line with 

results presented in [11]). Thirdly, baseline engine, the engines utilizing EAT and TEDC use 

equal turbomachinery of the turbocharger and equal VTG and EGR controller maps. Due to 

the above facts and due to the fact that slightly higher losses at the bypass flap of the TEDC 

might only be observed in the vicinity of maximum power output (as analyzed in section 3.1) 

and due to the fact that small inertia of the EM in the EAT does not significantly influence 

dynamics of the turbocharger fuel consumption of these two engines nearly coincide with the 

fuel consumption of the baseline engine. These results are therefore not shown in Figure 8 

4. CONCLUSION 

Results of large variety of operating conditions reveal that no electrically assisted 

turbocharger topology could clearly be favoured in general. However, results provide 

sufficient insight to support selection of most suitable electrically assisted turbocharger 

topology based on the intended vehicle operation. Presented analyses reveal that all 

electrically assisted turbocharger topologies improve transient response of the engine and thus 

driveability of the vehicle. It has also been exposed that during a limited period of time 
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electrically assisted turbocharger topologies could improve steady-state torque output of the 

engine by retaining the fuelling, which is made possible by the availability of the energy 

stored in the electric storage devices. Results indicate that the engine utilizing turbocharger 

with an additional electrically driven compressor features the highest low speed torque output 

and the fastest transient response for transients starting at low engine speeds, since boost 

pressure build up-is not limited by the surge line. The engine utilizing electrically assisted 

turbocharger improves transient engine performance, whereas it also posses the potential to 

increase high speed torque output during limited period of time. In the analyzed case, the 

engine utilizing electrically split turbocharger features similar transient response improvement 

compared to the engine utilizing electrically assisted turbocharger, since both improvements 

are limited by equal surge limit of the compressor. During a limited period of time it is also 

possible to increase steady-state power output by the utilization of the electrically split 

turbocharger. Furthermore, electrically split turbocharger topology features load point 

dependent trends in fuel economy improvement compared to the baseline engine. At the full 

load, fuel economy of the engine utilizing electrically split turbocharger is worse due to larger 

losses associated with the transport of the energy from the turbine to the compressor. 

However, at low loads this topology enables considerable fuel economy improvement by 

optimizing energy consumption of the compressor and thus improving gas exchange IMEP.  
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the analyzed turbocharging topologies: (a) single stage 

turbocharger (=baseline), (b) electrically assisted turbocharger (=EAT), (c) turbocharger with 

an additional electrically driven compressor (=TEDC) and (d) electrically split turbocharger 

(=EST) 

 

Fig. 2 Operation boundary of the analyzed compressor with full load operation line of the 

baseline engine 

 

Fig. 3 Maximum fuelling map of engines with different turbocharging topologies  

 

Fig. 4 Full load engine parameters in the balanced regime  

 

Fig. 5 Full load engine parameters in the unbalanced regime  

 

Fig. 6 Engine and vehicle parameters for the tip-in from 1000 to 3800 rpm in the second gear 

 

Fig. 7 Engine and vehicle parameters for the tip-in from 1000 to 3800 rpm in the fifth gear 

 

Fig. 8 Engine and vehicle parameters for the NEDC 
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Table 1 Dynamic response improvement during tip-in 

 2nd gear 5th gear 

 
24001000t  38001000t  24001000t  38001000t  

TEDC 26.9 16.2 39.4 15.4 

EAT 13.4 9.0 11.0 9.8 

EST 13.0 8.1 12.9 5.9 
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Fig. 2 Operation boundary of the analyzed compressor with full load operation line of the 

baseline engine 
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Fig. 3 Maximum fuelling map of engines with different turbocharging topologies  
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Fig. 4 Full load engine parameters in the balanced regime  
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Fig. 5 Full load engine parameters in the unbalanced regime  
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Fig. 6 Engine and vehicle parameters for the tip-in from 1000 to 3800 rpm in the second gear 
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Fig. 7 Engine and vehicle parameters for the tip-in from 1000 to 3800 rpm in the fifth gear 
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Fig. 8 Engine and vehicle parameters for the NEDC 

 

 


